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REVISED JUNE 18, 2020 
 
Mr. Eric Dienstfrey 
University of Texas at Austin 
 
Dear Mr. Dienstfrey: 
 
I have been writing about film sound since 1981—more than 35 feature articles and 100 
columns—and since 1988 have worked in the field, mixing over 60 features (supervising the 
sound editing on 50 of them) plus 16 feature documentaries. In the course of my work, both 
behind a keyboard and behind a console, I’ve come in contact with most everyone in the U.S. 
(and dozens more around the world) involved with film sound from the 1970s until today. I have 
also conducted interviews with over two dozen old-timers from the early days of film sound, and 
next year I will be publishing the autobiography of one of the greats, Murray Spivack. (More on 
him and his work later.) In addition, I am publishing separate anthologies of my articles and my 
columns and a book on the digital archiving of motion pictures. 
 
I have also had much contact over the years with college students and professors who were 
writing theses or dissertations on my field. All too often, the reality behind the art and craft of 
film sound is scarcely recognizable through a dirty lens of assumptions and crazy connections in 
papers that lead nowhere but to other ill-advised papers that line the footnotes. This is a different 
spin on a circular argument: You, an academic, must be right because you can quote other 
academics or prior articles in the technical press. 
 
Reading your article published in Film History, “The Myth of the Speakers: A Critical 
Reexamination of Dolby History,” I see that you are not only guilty of all of the above standard-
issue problems, but you take the situation to a whole new level when you resort to nasty 
comments about some of the top people in my field. That’s bad enough, but prior to writing this 
article, you appear to have spread these misrepresentations in papers you gave at conferences. It 
terrifies me that this article forms part of a dissertation that you think you can defend, just like it 
terrifies me that it already survived being refereed prior to publication in Film History. There’s 
no way anyone working in film sound was involved in the vetting of this article. 
 
You seem to think that you’ve found a smoking gun behind the grassy knoll or a film sound 
version of the real story behind the Watergate break-in, but instead you’ve made no meaningful 
connection with the true history of multichannel sound for film. Your comments are irrelevant at 
best. It gets worse when your points are tenuous, fabricated, and factually wrong, and worst 
when you make snide comments challenging the character of good people by repeatedly 
attaching “mythmaking” to their words and work. You appear to have made no attempt to get in 
touch with primary sources, all of whom are alive and well. 
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One would think that you would have personally conducted interviews with these 
“practitioners,” given the prominence that their words, actions, and motivations play in your 
paper. Yet I only see other papers quoted, and no interviews with the people (like myself) who 
were there. In one instance, you quote an article which itself chiefly quotes articles in a Canadian 
sound magazine over the course of more than a decade. This brings new meaning to “telephone” 
and “generation loss.” 
 
So much of what you say about “Dolby-era practitioners” just stumps me. They perpetuated the 
“Dolby myth […] to convince film producers that postproduction sound was critical to the 
filmmaking process and that editors and mixers deserved a larger share of the film’s budget.” 
Since 1979 I have been right in the middle of, to the point of being consumed by, the film sound 
industry, and I can assure you that this is all a figment of your imagination. You cite no 
meaningful sources, comments by real “practitioners.” (I have to use quotes around that word, so 
foreign is it to me.) 
 
You go on to write that freelancers like Walter Murch would recite versions of this “trade story” 
to critics and scholars with the goal of increasing the value of their creative work. Good heavens! 
First of all, anyone who hires Walter or any independent post-production sound person does so 
on the basis of the creativity of their work, not because of trade stories or because of anything 
written in a magazine or scholarly journal. I don’t believe that such a producer exists, yesterday 
or today. 
 
You then say that the “Dolby myth is therefore a record of the film sound community’s 
insecurities during a moment in history when these professionals felt undervalued and threatened 
by Hollywood’s transition from a studio-based economy to one dominated by independent 
productions. By treating the hyperbolic claims embedded within the myth as reliable accounts of 
the past, historians inadvertently conceal the discursive strategies that sound practitioners were 
pressured to employ during periods of economic uncertainty.” Boy, do you get this one 
backward. 
 
Starting in the 1980s, independent sound editing and mixing companies—such as C5 and Sound 
One in New York; Soundelux, Todd-AO, and Weddington Productions in Southern California; 
and the Saul Zaentz Film Center and Skywalker Sound in Northern California—flourished in 
films by independents, and also in films by studios, too. Why? Because they had the creative 
talent that directors and producers wanted to work with. The people at these independent 
companies made good money—the opposite of being undervalued—because the studios had 
gotten fat, dumb, and happy assuming that directors and producers would always work at their 
in-house facilities. Nobody who was good at editing and mixing film sound in those days had to 
artificially inflate the value of their work. 
 
The “economic uncertainty” that you speak of in fact is happening today in film sound, and it 
mirrors not only the industry as a whole but society as a whole: the middle is going away, with 
tentpole movies that bleed money on the one side, and modestly budgeted movies being done for 
a pittance on the other. With respect to post-production film sound’s percentage of the total 
budget, my estimate is that it held constant from the 1960s through the mid-2000s, when it 
started to dip precipitously. The reasons for that are for a separate discussion. 
The funny thing is that today the film industry trade papers print more stories about film sound, 
and its value to movies, than they did back in the 1980s. I attribute this, however, to a greater 
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emphasis on the awards season, and the fact that all of the “technical” awards get much greater 
coverage than they did 40 years ago. 
 
To your overall comments regarding Dolby’s place in film sound history and this alleged 
mythmaking.  
 
A crucial point about Dolby’s contribution to film sound is that, as of 1976, 35mm optical 
(Academy mono, 1938), 35mm four-track mag (CinemaScope, 1953), and 70mm six-track mag 
(Todd-AO, 1955) had not changed one whit since their respective births. Dolby changed all film 
sound mixing and exhibition worldwide by leading the way in A-Chain calibration and test films, 
and third-octave B-Chain equalization. The use of noise reduction in post-production and on 
prints allowed a wider bandwidth, with lower noise and distortion, and led to the standardization 
of the wide-range “X” curve. 
 
Dolby in effect “combined” the first two formats—35mm Academy mono and four-track mag—
with their two-track, four-channel SVA (Stereo Variable Area). Same ease and cost of printing as 
Academy mono, but with much greater quality. In the 23 years following the introduction of 
CinemaScope and its expensive and cumbersome four-track mag prints, stereo was primarily the 
province of musicals or war films; “dialogue shows” were relegated to mono prints, and this 
included blockbusters like The Godfather and Jaws. Then, in 1976, came Dolby Stereo, in the 
form of 35mm optical prints. 
 
The compromise involved in the format was that channel separation was reduced because of the 
necessary matrix encoding, but it allowed every movie to have a stereo release. By 1986, ten 
years after SVA’s introduction, studio movies released in mono were the rare exception rather 
than the rule, something that had been predicted by Ray Dolby in 1976. In that time, an 
astonishing 1,100 movies had been released in Dolby Stereo, with 500 the previous two years 
alone. The growth spurt continued: 5,000 films by 1995, 10,000 by 1999, with the grand total, as 
of today, over 35,000. By any metric, the sea change that Dolby brought about in film sound was 
dramatic and cannot be overstated. 
 
In the face of these facts, you write that “Contrary to popular anecdotes, Dolby did not 
dramatically transform Hollywood surround sound.” You further attempt to diminish this 
achievement by quoting a dissertation that says SVA “was promoted as an original technology 
but was actually cobbled together from the innovations of other companies …” So Ioan Allen of 
Dolby used the word “kludged” somewhere. Irrelevant. I defy you to name one technological 
improvement in film sound (or in computers or …) that didn’t have some sort of precedent in 
which the original designer didn’t construct a whole system, and thus failed to commercially 
exploit the idea. Let’s start and end with Xerox’s PARC and the Graphical User Interface, which 
had been around for over 10 years before it was brought to the general public via Apple’s Lisa 
and Macintosh computers. Don’t blame Apple if Xerox didn’t achieve success with it, and don’t 
blame Dolby that Westrex, decades earlier, didn’t put all the pieces of the stereo optical puzzle 
together. 
 
After quoting Walter Murch saying that “You could divide film sound in half: There is BD, 
Before Dolby, and there is AD, After Dolby,” you write: “The prevalence of such anecdotes 
among practitioners and critics help [sic] Hollywood craft its own history of film stereo. 
According to this history, Dolby technology enabled sound-conscious filmmakers to radically 
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transform the way movies sounded, and Apocalypse Now’s sound design was a major force—if 
not the force—behind the transformation. This type of mythmaking is common in Hollywood.” 
 
You then go on to attempt to bolster this further by quoting from a book when you wrote that 
trade stories “craftspeople circulate serve ‘as rationalizations, solidarity-making devices, 
guarantors of career mobility, forms of social pedagogy, and self-serving legitimization.’ In this 
vein, the industry’s history of film stereo is a tool that Murch and other practitioners used, and 
still use, to negotiate the value of their labor to the broader production community. I call their 
construction of this history the ‘Dolby myth.’ ’’ 
 
First off, before he ever came to work on Apocalypse, Walter’s work in THX 1138, American 
Graffiti, The Godfather, The Conversation, and The Godfather Part II was spectacular and 
ground-breaking. It is inconceivable to me that the sound designs he came up with on THX and 
The Conversation—work that is not just good, we’re talking Roger Bannister-breaking-the-four-
minute-mile good—were done with a 16-input board and two handfuls of playback dubbers. 
 
And all of these films were in mono. 
 
I wish you could go back in time and talk to top directors working in the mid-1970s and ask 
them their opinions of the sound on these films. What the hell, ask any director or producer today 
who knows those films and their sound jobs. You think they give a shit about ads or interviews 
or academic papers? You seem to have insights as to what influenced producers’ decisions. 
Again, my question to you: Is this backed up by primary research? 
 
Now, to Dolby 70mm, and the focus of your article, stereo (“split”) surrounds as implemented 
for Apocalypse Now. 
 
I know that you’re familiar with my writings, because you cite many of them in your footnotes. 
Too bad that you missed the one that deflates your obsession with stereo surrounds, an article on 
immersive sound formats that I wrote for the September 2014 issue of Mix. In a commentary 
piece accompanying the article proper, I put forth a simple opinion: 
 
Apocalypse’s greatness would not be damaged one iota in playback with mono surrounds. 
 
Of the almost 400,000 words I’ve written on film sound, primarily for Recording 
Engineer/Producer and Mix magazines, that sentence has provoked the most positive response 
from friends in the industry. I had clearly tapped a nerve in creating a disconnect between 
Apocalypse the great sound job (provably true) vs. Apocalypse the first movie to be widely 
distributed in Dolby 70mm split surrounds (provably irrelevant). 
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As you cite, Walter chose to create the two-track stereo optical printmaster of Apocalypse with 
no surround information. (I hasten to qualify it with “intentional,” because random out-of-phase 
information will always find the surrounds with matrixed playback, unless—when using a Dolby 
CP-200—format 03 is selected, in which case only the three screen horns are used.) 
 
Some factual errors in this section: Apocalypse did not use the Sansui QS matrix to encode its 
35mm analog optical soundtrack; Dolby had switched to a new, improved matrix in the spring of 
1979. And to cite as the problem with the matrix that it “caused every sound intended for the rear 
loudspeakers to also leak into the front loudspeakers” is not quite the point. I’m pretty qualified 
to talk about this because in this instance you’re (mis-)quoting my very first feature article from 
early 1981. Yes, adjacent channel-to-channel separation around the “circle” was around 15 dB, 
meaning that surrounds could leak into the left or right speakers, and vice-versa. (Note that these 
figures are for the improved matrix; the old one was much worse.) But that was not what 
bothered mixers about the matrix. The biggest complaint then was that the apparent stereo (left-
center-right) width was not on a par with that of discrete mag playback. 
 
Walter’s problem with the surrounds in SVA playback was not the width of the matrix, nor even 
that it was a mono channel. Rather, it was the uncertainty about the quality of surround speakers 
in theaters: Non-existent? Blown? Out of phase? Too loud or too soft? Note that all of the 17 
original 70mm engagements of Apocalypse were tweaked by members of the crew, so the bar 
had been raised pretty high in the initial release. 
 
An important note here: Great pains were taken to install, in most if not all of these theaters, the 
same Meyer subwoofers that were in the Zoetrope mixing stage. Throughout the mix, the crew 
tested the low-end translation between the stage and the real world with frequent screenings at 
the Northpoint Theatre in San Francisco. In Walter Murch’s estimation, this was even more 
emotionally significant to the film and its impact than the stereo surrounds! And, yes, I know that 
subwoofers had been used in selected engagements of films in the past, such as when Close 
Encounters of the Third Kind played at the Ziegfeld in New York. But I can say with certainty 
that nothing approaching this level of comprehensive research and action regarding low-
frequency extension had ever before been done for a film. (I am intentionally excluding the 
gimmick that was Sensurround.) These speakers went down to 30 Hz, and the solid, clean low 
end on sound effects and music was truly new and thrilling. 
 
Continuing with your factual errors, prints only contained one mix, not “two different [mixes]” 
and there were no “additional sound effects” on tracks two and four above 500 Hz. That 
information on two and four was combined in that space on track six. Only the area below 500 
Hz for both the left and right surround channels was taken from track six for split-surround 
playback, not “the full range of frequencies” as you write. 
 
I’m not being fussy picky here: It's one thing for me to point out that your comments make no 
sense and are not true; it’s quite another when you have zero understanding of the crucial 
technical matters that are the basis of your paper. 
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You go on to write that “[d]espite the value that historians place on Apocalypse Now’s split-
surround design, fewer than twenty screens […] and only a small number of audiences actually 
heard these split-surrounds.” Your logic is specious. You assume that for a film’s sound design 
to be influential, a large number/high percentage of viewers must hear the film in its optimum 
format. 
 
So, which “optimum format metric” is important to you: The absolute number of theaters? 
Percentage of theaters? This Is Cinerama changed the future of film exhibition and production 
with just one theater in New York, and never played in more than 25 cities/theaters in the U.S. A 
maximum of 25 theaters in the U.S. played Star Wars in 70mm. What’s your point here? 
 
You spend a lot of effort writing about a specific problem on the mix of Pink Floyd The Wall 
caused by the filtering on the surround channels, quoting an on-line article written by a John Iles, 
former employee of Dolby who had worked on the split-surround design. What you conveniently 
don’t quote is his saying that such problems were “unusual and […] we could correct any such 
abnormalities” and that “[i]n reality this [problem was] very hard to detect on a before and after 
test with ‘golden ear’ listeners.” 
 
You go on to say that “[e]ngineers could only store these lower effects on track six, meaning that 
the sounds would emanate from loudspeakers on three sides of the theater rather than from a 
specific location behind the audience.” I have no idea what you’re talking about here, but let’s 
continue. “This points to a key problem with Dolby’s split-surrounds: the process might have 
allowed for two channels of surround sound, but its design significantly limited the quality and 
quantity of sounds that played through these two channels.” Elsewhere you said it was a “major 
issue.” Hmm, “significantly limited” and “major issue” are not what John Iles conveyed in the 
article. When I sent John your article, he wrote me back that he couldn’t “believe that Film 
History could print such an inaccurate and frankly venomous article.” 
 
You then write “[s]uch technical limitations indicate that Apocalypse Now’s digitally restored 
sound track is historically unreliable.” Again, I have no idea what this means. 
 
Next up: “The film’s original six-track prints are reportedly unplayable due to the degradation of 
magnetic iron oxide, and more durable copies of the final mix were apparently never made. In 
1997 Murch transcoded the raw sound elements into Dolby Audio Code 3 format (AC3) in order 
to create a new mix that modified the split-surround design with frequency characteristics 
optimized for digital stereo but not afforded by Dolby Six-Track. Histories of film that draw 
upon this digital restoration as evidence of Dolby’s and Murch’s extraordinary designs are 
therefore subject to error.” 
 
The footnotes for the material in the above paragraph refer to an article that I wrote on the sound 
of Apocalypse. Let me simply say, yet again, I have no idea what you’re saying here; certainly 
this information is not in my article. To paraphrase Marshall McLuhan in Annie Hall, you 
apparently don’t understand my writings because you severely misquote them. Further 
paraphrasing that scene, you can give your opinion—this is indeed a free country—but you’re 
not free to take morsels of words and ideas from my writings and those of others such as John 
Iles, and then proceed to yank the sense and context out of them to fit your thesis. 
You focus on an example regarding the iconic ghost helicopter sound that begins the film. (By 
the way, as you should remember, helicopters don’t drop the napalm, jets do.) In the course of 
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over 300 words, you come to the conclusion that, because in split-surround Dolby 70mm 
Apocalypse has shared surround information below 500 Hz, in the re-mastering of the film for 
the Redux version that information is full frequency discrete. Ergo, Walter’s “modifications to 
Apocalypse Now therefore conceal the technical limitations of Dolby’s split-surround process.” 
You even include a graphic with a waveform display in an attempt to prove your point. 
 
Before I get to what is specifically wrong with your premise, let’s figure out what we’re talking 
about. The small surround speakers in all theaters that were common in 1979, and indeed up until 
2012 and the introduction of Dolby Atmos, had limited low-frequency-handling abilities. This 
was the reason why the DTS format sent low-frequency information of the surround channels to 
the screen subwoofer. Before DTS, and especially the bass-managed surrounds of Atmos, it was 
not possible to get a timbre match between surround and screen channels. 
 
As a result, the only way you could possibly, maybe, hear any difference between full-frequency, 
discrete surround channels and the method employed by Dolby in 1979 would be to pan, say, a 
single, big-ass Huey helicopter slowly going from one surround channel to the other, with no 
other sound happening at that point. Do the same movement with a faster Loach, and you would 
be hard pressed to tell the difference. These are isolated tests with a single sound, and would bear 
no relationship to the shifts and changes throughout the full mix with dialogue, music, and sound 
effects playing, when the viewer’s attention is focused where the sound crew wants it, on the 
screen and on the story. Then, the only time that counts, I think it would be impossible to hear 
the difference. 
 
You think you proved your point by showing waveforms of the ghost helicopter and you write 
that the “digitally restored track” has different low-frequency cut-offs in the left- and right-
surround channels. Richard Beggs used pitch and equalization filters on a Moog synthesizer to 
create a sense of movement on the basic source element. That mono track was then panned on 
the mix stage across the five speakers. So, if as you say, the ghost helicopter went down to 190 
Hz in the right surround and 390 Hz in the left, all this means is that when he was creating this 
sound effect in the middle of the night at his studio on Kearny St. in San Francisco, the sound 
had more lows at the beginning then it did five seconds later. 
 
What you’re failing to grasp is that, because a copy of the 1979 six-track printmaster is the only 
record of the original mix, there is no difference between the 1979 ghost helicopter and the one 
on Blu-ray or on prints of Redux. The only difference, and it doesn’t apply to this discussion, is 
where on the sound field it begins, and in the latest iteration, the 2019 mix for the Final Cut 
version, it begins a bit further up on the right surround wall. 
 
Unless you have a copy of the ghost helicopter pre-mix that fed the console during the final mix, 
you have no idea. More to the point: unless you can compare a discrete 5.1 printmaster of the 
final 1979 mix with one of the 70mm Dolby bass-managed version, this discussion ends. It 
indeed ends, because the former doesn’t exist and never has existed. 
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I’ve seen and heard Apocalypse about eight times in 70mm, four times during its original 
engagement at the Cinerama Dome in Los Angeles, plus four other screenings. (By the way, 
given your focus, have you ever seen Apocalypse in a quality theatrical presentation, much less 
70mm, even more less (!) in the original engagements that you deride?) In addition, I was at the 
fabled Westwood preview on May 11, 1979, at the original mix on Pacific Ave. in San Francisco 
in July 1979, at the SVA mix in September 1979, at the Redux mix in Napa in August 2000, and 
at the Final Cut mastering in May 2019. (I’ve also heard Final Cut an additional three times in 
theaters outside of the mix stage.) Finally, as you know, I wrote a 6,000-word article on its track, 
perhaps the most copy ever expended on that subject. I have some clue as to what I’m talking 
about with respect to the sound of Apocalypse Now. 
 
Yet, knowing what I know, I read in your article: “The many spectacular surround-sound effects 
that scholars routinely attribute to Apocalypse Now’s 1979 road show [sic] were not possible 
given the problems inherent to the split-surround process.” I and hundreds of thousands of others 
who went to those U.S. roadshow screenings in 1979 indeed heard spectacular sound. But you’re 
telling us that this was “not possible” because of problems that I just proved did not exist. This is 
what is known as a non sequitur. Mr. Dienstfrey, you did find a smoking gun behind the grassy 
knoll on Dealey Plaza, except yours was found smoking on November 22, 1964, not when JFK 
passed by a year earlier. 
 
The genius of the sound design of the opening montage, of arclights, of the helicopter attack on 
the village, of the tiger scene, of Do Lung bridge, of the entrance to the Kurtz compound, etc., is 
in the creativity itself, the mojo that Walter and his team brought to the track. Stereo surrounds, 
stereo surrounds with shared information below 500 Hz, mono surrounds, no surrounds … it 
doesn’t matter! 
 
I could go on and on with technical errors that crop up in almost every sentence, but I need to 
move on to your next section, in which you “further qualify Apocalypse Now’s place in history 
by examining the origins of surround-sound technology.” 
 
Again, you go out of your way to insult someone, in this instance the folks at Dolby, by saying 
that “Dolby’s celebrated 70mm six-track format for flagship theaters similarly repackaged 
preexisting stereo technology and processes into both its physical media, or hardware, and its 
encoding processes, or software.” This statement is provably false. 
 
Dolby’s approach to 70mm was, to borrow a cliché, holistic. As they did with 35mm stereo 
optical, they added many crucial pieces to the 70mm puzzle. They took the 20-year-old basics of 
mag-striped six-track prints, and improved not only the sound, but the whole process: Noise 
reduction, to reduce the hiss of the thin mag stripes whose oxide coating was not a very good 
recording medium to begin with; one-third-octave equalizers, to smooth out the frequency 
response in theaters and to more accurately and repeatably match mixing stages using the 
recently standardized wide-range curve; test films and pink noise generators; and the use of low-
frequency extension, with screen channels two and four and sometimes with subwoofers. This 
was not a repackaging, but a top-to-bottom re-thinking. 
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The sole design compromise of the split-surround format—shared low-frequency information 
below 500 Hz on the stereo surround channels—allowed a print to play in any 70mm Dolby 
theater, even those that didn’t purchase the SA-5 surround adapter. “Single inventory” was 
essential for practical purposes. 
 
Your comments on A-Type noise reduction have no basis in reality. First, you write that noise 
reduction “allowed for an increase in stereo channels without a notable increase in noise levels.” 
There was no such increase. In fact, Dolby 70mm, in its standard “baby boom” form, had only 
four full-range channels, with the other two devoted to low-frequency extension only, and didn’t 
have noise reduction. 
 
Second, you say that A-Type was “ostensibly the same noise-reduction process developed at Bell 
Telephone Laboratories in 1932 and routinely used by record companies throughout the 
following decades.” That you would confuse simple pre-emphasis/de-emphasis equalization 
curves (such as RIAA on discs and NAB/CCCIR on tapes) with multiband noise reduction 
involving companding and a side-chain is a typical fundamental misunderstanding by a non-
technical observer that makes suspect everything you say before and after. There are many 
precedents in film sound that are much closer to methods of Dolby A-Type: ground noise 
reduction from the early 1930s, volume expansion from the mid-1930s, even companding itself, 
as written about in the classic book by Frayne and Wolfe. I thought that was where you were 
going, since you had said earlier that SVA was “cobbled together from the innovations of other 
companies,” and that book, written by two Westrex employees, is as close as you can get to that 
point. 
 
In spite of the fact that there were dozens of attempts at noise reduction in various forms, Dolby 
A-Type noise reduction took a very different spin in its design, as Ray Dolby said, “in a way that 
no one had done before,” compressing and decompressing low-level signals in a side-chain. You 
say he was wrong in saying that, but you are the one who is wrong. Dolby was one of the 
greatest engineers in the history of sound recording, and he patiently explained in interviews the 
distinctions between A-Type noise reduction and prior art. 
 
You then magnify out of context, in an effort to cite meaningful precedents to Dolby split-
surround, the 35mm four-track version of Around the World in 80 Days. As I noted earlier, I am 
publishing the autobiography of the legendary sound editor, music scoring mixer, and re-
recording mixer, Murray Spivack, who just happens to have mixed Around the World. 
 
You cite an article from a projection magazine as proof that Apocalypse’s stereo surrounds were 
foreshadowed by Around the World in 35mm. Literally the only mention of it is this sentence: 
“There is provision on the fourth magnetic track for controlling the surround speaker which 
requires the use of a Perspecta integrator.” Which means that the mono signal could be moved 
around to from one–three zones of surround speaker channels. 
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I’m not denying that Perspecta was used for the surrounds on the four-track mix of Around the 
World, although I am saying that there is no connection between the comprehensive use of stereo 
surrounds in Apocalypse and pan-potting one track around the theater as a gimmick. 
 
Let’s think about it this way: The only time in Apocalypse that there is one mono track panned 
around is the ghost helicopter. A perfect start. 
The rest of the movie is a combination of: 
Stereo music reverb from L/R channels 
Music assigned to the Ls/Rs channels 
Sound effects backgrounds assigned to Ls/Rs channels 
Many sound effects elements flying around all five channels 
And every combination you can think of 
 
Whereas, with Perspecta encoding of the surrounds, the largest number of source tracks is (drum 
roll): 1. One. It can then be placed in one or more of the channels. (But not to the front in one 
motion.) If all are on at the same time, it’s the same as mono surrounds. If only one, it’s tilted. 
This is a crazy, fundamental difference. It is NOT a stereo surround system, and did not allow, as 
you wrote, “rear-channel effects to emanate independently from the left- and right-surround 
loudspeakers.” This observation was initially pointed out to me by Mark Davis, whose paper you 
(mis-)quote. 
 
A friend of mine in film sound, upon being told of this claim of yours, accurately notes that this 
is roughly the equivalent of claiming that Harry Truman, not Martin Luther King, is the true hero 
of the civil rights movement because in 1948 Truman issued an executive order to integrate the 
U.S. military. King was only 19 at the time, and what he did later in life was merely to stand on 
the shoulders of Truman and take too much credit. 
 
You say that this would make the “four-track prints sound as startling as its 70mm six-track 
prints,” but Murray felt that the six-track format, with five screen speakers, was a fundamental 
leap above four-track with three screen speakers. On music recordings, especially, the extra 
resolution of the orchestra made a huge difference to him. If you’ve ever had the pleasure of 
hearing his work on The Sound of Music or My Fair Lady in six-track, you would know what he 
means. It’s really three-dimensional. 
 
So, here I’m sure I can speak for Murray, since he recorded the music for and mixed the six-track 
version of Around the World and say that you’re out of your cotton-picking mind. Moving a 
mono surround track around a few tiny speakers on the walls of the auditorium makes up for the 
loss of two large screen speakers? (It doesn’t make a difference that Murray, in this one instance, 
didn’t do the four-track version of the film. Three screen speakers never equal five, even when 
he did the 35mm version.) 
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You also invoke Murray’s work when talking about The Sand Pebbles and subtle use of 
surrounds that he did on that mix, and the planes he moved around the theater in Tora! Tora! 
Tora! What is your point? Surrounds, on standard feature films, had been around for 26 years 
before Apocalypse, and very few tricks hadn’t been tried by Murray and everyone in Hollywood 
and the world. 
 
Yes, Tommy used the “Quintaphonic” sound format; I heard it first-run in 1975 and it was okay, 
but nothing like Apocalypse. Walter Murch and company decided that John Mosely’s matrix 
encoding scheme was a much less satisfactory compromise than Dolby’s bandpass encoding. I’ll 
take your word that How the West Was Won had stereo surrounds in 1962; note, though, that it 
would have been using the then-10-year-old Cinerama format. And, yes, IMAX has also had 
stereo surrounds since its beginnings in the early 1970s, but those early films were almost always 
science documentaries or travelogues. I’ve heard about a dozen of them since 1979, and none of 
them had anything special to offer in the world of sound. 
 
It’s somewhat odd that you missed the one format that had the most direct connection to 
Apocalypse—in terms of extensive use of stereo surrounds in a dramatic feature, number of 
theaters to play the format, and of calendar proximity to its 1979 release—Sound 360, for 
Damnation Alley, the Fox film that came out in October 1977. This had not two but three 
surround channels, and only one screen channel. (I saw it, too, in a quality first-run theater.) 
 
As you just read, I’ve heard pretty much everything that you quote, just as I’ve heard Apocalypse 
over 15 times under proper conditions in a theater, aside from an equal number in my superb 
home theater. Have you ever heard any of these examples you’ve cited from your library 
research? Good money in Vegas has it that, if one could manage to play a Perspecta surround 
print of Around the World, its use of surrounds would be simultaneously gimmicky and 
underwhelming. A friend of mine who knows film sound, and who heard such a print recently, 
confirmed this to me. 
 
If the Harry Truman/Martin Luther King simile (above) doesn’t connect with you, how about 
this: Your citing these examples that stereo surrounds existed in some form prior to Apocalypse 
is like saying that “Gordon Willis, on The Godfather, was not the first cinematographer to use 
Super Baltar lenses on Mitchell BNC cameras” and then citing an article in American 
Cinematographer where the same camera-lens combination was used previously. Same 
equipment, different results. Except, of course, that the improvements brought about by Dolby in 
its revision of 70mm, did improve the “equipment” in some ways. And, Apocalypse did sound 
great. 
 
All of this does not change two facts: First, no film released before August 15, 1979 had used 
stereo surrounds to the creative extent that Apocalypse Now did. The examples that you cite only 
show that stereo surrounds had existed in some form beforehand; existence in footnotes has no 
meaning if the work is not very good. 
 
Second, and more importantly, the creativity behind the mix of Apocalypse places it near the top 
of every film sound professional’s all-time-great sound job list today, 40 years after its release. 
This is not unlike Revolver being consistently ranked in the top five albums 53 years on. 
Whether or not some aircraft flew overhead in other mixes prior to Apocalypse is irrelevant. 
Walter and Dolby never claimed that they were the first to do this; they’re way too smart to give 
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a shit about footnotes. You are playing, in your paper, one extended dance-mix version of what I 
call “Championship Calendar,” conferring meaning to who exactly used a technique or a piece of 
gear first. 
 
I wish I had had a chance to play Apocalypse for Murray. I can see his reaction to set pieces like 
Do Lung bridge and the tiger scene: “That’s wonderful!” I'm sure he would say. And, had I told 
him that the Perspecta 35mm version Around the World had foreshadowed Apocalypse, he would 
have snapped at me, “What the hell are you talking about?” These are guesses, for sure, but as 
Murray said in his oral history with the Academy, I’m “writing [his] autobiography.” 
 
I am not going to waste my time further going into the long section on “Home Stereo and Its 
Discourses of Sophistication.” It, too, contains a slew of errors of context and relevance. I need 
to wrap this up. 
 
First, let me note the delicious irony that while I’m probably the person who has written the 
largest number of positive words about Dolby’s contribution to film sound, I am certainly the 
person who has written the most negative words about them, specifically the issue of their 
modifications to the original 70mm format with respect to portioning two of the screen speakers 
to low-frequency extension. While I understand the financial and B-Chain reasons for this 
decision, I have frequently stated my contrary opinions. I also, as alluded to earlier, am not 
thrilled with proprietary immersive sound formats such as their Atmos. (The irony continues: 
Atmos has almost single-handedly resurrected the five-screen-speaker format, but we don’t have 
time to get into this inside baseball.)  
 
However, Mr. Dienstfrey, there are no contradictions here, no smoking gun for you to discover 
and blow up out of context. Just simple disagreements. My positive words about Dolby outstrip 
the negative ones by a large margin. Here, and in the thousands of words I’ve written about this 
company, I’m not parroting any party line or, as you write 17 times in your screed, a myth about 
Dolby or Apocalypse. I’m only reflecting the reality that I’ve seen and heard first-hand for the 
past 41 years. 
 
I have always felt a fondness for a quote I read many years ago: “The purpose of science is to 
discover an order, not to invent one.” You invented a round-hole thesis but found only square-
peg information to support it, unleashing a plethora of logical fallacies in the process. Not only 
did you fail to interview Walter Murch or Ioan Allen (the real father of Dolby Stereo), you didn’t 
speak with anyone with extensive first-hand knowledge of film sound in general or the track of 
Apocalypse in specific. You skipped or mangled steps in the scientific method, and that you 
apparently intended this article to be read primarily by academics in film study does not give you 
a “get out of jail free” card with respect to scientific and journalistic standards. I shudder to think 
what the peer review would have turned up had this been in a hard science. Or, in journalism and 
had this been in the New York Times, how the public editor would respond to these detailed 
comments of mine. 
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This whole affair reminds me of Pauline Kael trying to debunk Orson Welles’ contribution to the 
script of Citizen Kane, and not interviewing key personnel who were there, such as a colleague 
who had given an affidavit in 1941 about the script authorship. Nor did she interview Orson 
Welles himself; she quotes him only from other, non-specified sources. Peter Bogdanovich wrote 
a tremendous article in Esquire debunking her writings point-by-point and quotes the person who 
had researched Kane’s authorship with Kael as saying that her not speaking with Welles 
“violates all the principles of historical research.” Sound familiar? 
 
There is no myth with Walter Murch, whose talents don’t need stereo, much less stereo 
surrounds. Nor with the people of Dolby Laboratories, whose technology and products forever 
changed film sound. 
 
The only myth that I can see is the fantasy world depicted in your paper. 
 
POSTSCRIPT: 2020 
As you know, four years ago, in summer 2016, I attempted to have the above words published as 
a rebuttal in a future edition of Film History. This was rejected by the editor, Greg Waller, who 
wanted me to pare it down to 1,000 words and remove my “unsupported accusations” and focus 
on my “most well-documentable points of disagreement” with you. He then went on and caused 
me to do a spit-take, telling me that I would be “free to submit an article offering [my] own 
original research, which would go through the same rigorous internal and external review 
process as all submissions.” The same rigorous refereeing that your paper breezed through? 
 
I then undertook an effort to get a petition signed by top people in the film sound industry to get 
him to publish my reply unabridged. Although I did receive 34 signatures backing this effort, I 
decided not to pursue this after you and I had a very civilized phone talk on September 1. (Prior 
to that we traded two long e-mails which per your wishes will remain private.) 
 
I felt if I couldn’t get my opinions published in a future edition of the magazine, the next best 
(maybe even better) thing would be for my reply to be “attached” to your article, so that anyone 
who downloaded it online (say, from academia.edu), would have my reply right there. (I should 
also note that you had no problem with my whole response being published in Film History.) 
 
You shocked me when you saw me that request, and raised it: you would “definitely” remove 
your article from academia.edu. You said that you realized that your article upset many people, 
and didn’t want to do that. 
 
Fine. I took you at your word. I was happy that we had the talk. 
 
I put the whole issue aside, moved on, and tried not to think about it. 
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I eventually became aware that (a) the article was still up there on academia.edu (and also on 
jstor.org); (b) you had received an award for the article by the Society for Cinema and Media 
Studies; and, most seriously, (c) on Twitter you continued the attacks that you had made on 
Walter Murch, Ben Burtt, Dolby Laboratories, etc. After you won the award, when the paper was 
available for free outside a paywall, you wrote on Facebook for people who are fans of 
Apocalypse Now or Walter to “be sure to take a look at the article.” 
 
I can only wonder if, when your article was submitted to the SCMS for the award, you alerted 
them to the existence of my rebuttal? 
 
I am sending this updated letter to them in the hopes that they revoke your award, because it is 
complete fiction and has no basis in fact or context. 
 
 
/s/Larry Blake 
New Orleans 
swelltone@aol.com 
 
 
This letter is copyright © 2020 by Larry Blake. All rights reserved. It may not be published, 
reprinted, posted on a website, or on social media without the express written consent of Larry 
Blake.  
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